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Panther sightings reported in southwest Dickson
County

Several residents have reported hearing or seeing a large cat.

By Josh Arntz

The Dickson Herald

Residents along Lock Hollow and Lecomte roads, in the hilly and heavily−wooded southwestern corner of
the county, have reported hearing a wild cat scream or have seen a black panther with a very long tail.

Samford Shirk, a retired law enforcement forensics specialist, saw a black panther with a long, swooping tail
cross his property in September. The cat stalked into a recently cleared field about 500 feet in front of Shirk's
home. Shirk grabbed his rifle to view the animal through a scope.

"I'm not an animal person," said Shirk. "I know the difference between a dog and a cat, and a panther and an
elephant."

In early November, Deni Vormelker awoke at 4 a.m. to let her dogs outside, went back into the house, and
then heard something startling.

"I heard this cat noise, and it wasn't like this 'meooow,'" said Vormelker. "I don't even know how to describe
it. So I ran out here thinking (the dogs) were going to go chase it."

Two of her dogs returned, but her 9−year−old dachshund had vanished.

Later that month, Vormelker's neighbor, Leslie Copes also heard a wild cat scream around dusk, twice within
the same week.

"It was just a real sickening cry, and all the neighborhood dogs just started barking," said Copes.

Copes' and Shirk's neighbor, Virgil Wood reported seeing the hindquarters of a black panther, with a tail
about 2−1/2−feet long, about 2−3 years ago off Lock Hollow Road, around Grindstone Hollow Road and
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Garners Creek.

Shirk, Vormelker, Copes and Wood haven't seen or heard the panther since their initial encounters.

The Puma

"Panther" and "cougar" are interchangeable names for the mountain lion or eastern cougar, of the Puma
subfamily. There have been no documented cases of mountain lions or cougars in states east of Missouri for a
very long time, with the exception of the Florida Panther in southern Florida.

Tennessee is home to bobcats, but Richard Kirk, with Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency, explained that
the recently−declared−extinct eastern cougar hasn't been documented in the state for over a century.

"There are some places in Tennessee where I'd love to think we had them, but we don't," said Kirk, TWRA
Middle Tennessee wildlife program manager. "There are people who have panthers or cougars as pets, but
not in the wild."

Kirk added that TWRA hasn't introduced a black panther into Tennessee's wild, and no cougars have been
documented as road kill on any Tennessee road.

Dogs and coyotes are the likely suspects for missing or killed pets. It's conceivable that bobcats live in
Dickson County, but Kirk explained they are very secretive and seldom seen. Bobcat vocalization includes
wails, spits, growls, puffs and hisses. It's tail length measures a fifth of its body length.

Kirk added that he's never heard of a bobcat or coyote attacking a person.

Over the past seven years, several witnesses have reported seeing a cougar or panther in Hickman and
Dickson counties on Union University's West Tennessee cougar sightings Web site.

"The brown or tan cat sightings are a bit more plausible as there has never been documented a melanistic
[having a dark coat] birth of a captive or wild born cougar," said Dr. James A. Huggins, Union biology
professor. "It is possible that exotic pet owners have allowed an escape or orchestrated a release (of a
panther)."

A black panther could possibly be a black leopard or jaguar, which belongs to the Panthera family, not the
Puma family. North America's panthers are typically a uniform tawny color, with a defining tail nearly equal
the length of the body.

Panther biologist Dr. Dave Onorato, Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, explained that the
Florida Panther's main breeding population maintains a home range in south Florida, but a young male did
journey into west Georgia near the Alabama border a few years ago and was killed.

Onorato added that this was an "exceptional distance" for the animal to travel, and that bobcats are frequently
misidentified as panthers.

The environment

Dr. Mat Alldredge, with the Colorado Division of Wildlife, explained mountain lions have the biggest
historic range of any mammal in North America, once covering much of North America.
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"It's certainly feasible (that a mountain lion can survive in Dickson County)," said Alldredge. "My basic
thought is if there's something there for it to eat, it could live there. So if there's a good deer population,
which I'm assuming there is, then (mountain) lions certainly could live there and do well."

Alldredge said a hilly, wooded terrain with valleys and ravines, which encompasses Lock Hollow Road,
would be a perfect environment for a mountain lion and provide a lot of cover.

He added that mountain lions don't maintain a den, unless raising cubs, and have a large home range that they
patrol − around 100−square kilometers (62 miles) for a female, and a male about 500−square kilometers (311
miles).

"If they make a kill, they'll daybed in a high spot where they have good visibility and kind of watch over their
kill and then move onto another area and make another kill," said Alldredge.

People will mistake a mountain lion for a large house cat, a golden retriever, a yellow Labrador. Kirk said
someone once confused a roll of carpet along a highway for a cougar.

Alldredge added that the animal isn't very vocal. It will scream, but the cats communicate by whistling
back−and−forth.

He also explained that mountain lions have more to fear from humans, than we do them.

"Yeah they can hurt you, but generally they're very shy and try to avoid humans at all costs," said Alldredge.
"There is risk, but it's very, very low."

If you ever encounter a cougar, remain calm, make yourself as big as you can (raise your hands over your
head) and back away slowly. If the cat attacks, then fight back.

To report sightings or for more information, contact TWRA toll−free at 1−800−624−7460.

FACT BOX

Names:

"Panther" and "cougar" − interchangeable names for the mountain lion or Florida Panther. Eastern cougar is
extinct.

Color: Uniform tawny, tan, brownish color

Size: Adult female will weigh around 90 to 110−120 pounds; an adult male 150−180 pounds. Body length
ranges from 4−7 feet.

Defining characteristic: The cat's tail, which typically measures the length of its body (between 4−7 feet),
makes it distinctive.

Misnomer: A "black panther" − meaning a panther with a black or dark coat − has never been documented.
A large, black wild cat could be a dark leopard or jaguar.
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